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As loving dog owners, we all want our dogs' diet to be healthy and nutritious. This goes for the

treats we give them as well as their everyday food. By baking treats for your dog at home you can

be confident that they are eating only the best. These recipes are so simple you can whip up a

batch of yummy, dog- drooling treats in only a few minutes.Dog lover, owner and  best selling dog

fiction author Dana Landers has created each of these recipes and each one has been thoroughly

taste tested by dozens of picky canine companions.Start baking for your dog today. Do it for fun,do

it for health and do it for love!
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Overall, it's a well thought out book with great tips and easy to follow directions.My reasons for

baking treats at home: 4 years ago, my Wheaten Terrier almost died from a bad bag of dog food

(during that massive recall of different brands), so I'm now all about holistic for my pets (and the

people in my house too). I feel better giving them something from my kitchen, rather than a store

bought item from who knows where that's been on the shelf for who knows how long. I have 3 dogs

that range from 14 years to 4 years, and sized from small to large. I downloaded this and bought a

few cheap cookie cutters in the shape of hydrants, a dog house, and a dog.I've made 2 recipes from



the book - the peanut butter banana biscuits and the cranberry turkey ones. I used water and not

broth for the recipes and regular whole wheat flour, and the author is right - it's tougher to work with.

Easy to find buttermilk powder at the store and I like how the recipes use ingredients that you'd

normally have on hand. The tip to prick the top of the biscuit is important. It's also cheaper to make

your own treats.The PB banana ones were a success, I baked a 'soft batch' and then a harder one

since I wanted to experiment. Rolled out in different sizes too.Then I tried the turkey/cranberry ones.

I substituted chicken for the turkey. The dogs went insane for them. I've made them again, they

bounce around by the oven waiting for them to cool. So, I'll be baking a batch every week. They get

their treats, and I feel good about them - it's a win-win for everyone.

No point in getting this doggie recipe book unless you are able to find "soft" whole wheat flour as the

author states that the recipes are no good unless you use thatI have been to4 natural food stores,

many grocery stores with the health food sections in them and this is nowhere to be found.I would

check to see if you can find this before wasting your time with this book.

OMG! We have had lots of books to choose from for treats. This one was outstanding. I have three

chihuahuas. All of them loved these treats. Seriously, this is a must try and I recommend to anyone.

I am making these to add to the Christmas packs of homemade jellies, jams, pickles and cookies for

families with dogs. More please!

I really have enjoyed this book, & so have our Dalmatian & Black Lab. They actually get excited

when I get out the bone-shaped cookie cutter! The basic recipe is delicious (apparently!) & very

versatile. The only reason I gave it 4 stars instead of 5 is the difficulty of finding many of the

ingredients in the book. Carob & yogurt chips are hard to find in my area. Oh well-Penny & Xero say

plain is just fine!

I was looking for recipes that I could substitute a grain free flour in place of a wheat flour, but the

author explicitly says NOT to use anything other than soft whole wheat flour in the recipes. So kind

of disappointed.

Then this is the book for you she made so many good recipes I've not tried all of the out yet but the

ones I did try my dogs loved emecily. Thanks to the author for sharing her doggy cookie recipies

and secret in ingredients



Love this book! I love my wee man (dog) and making him treats is one way of showing my love. This

book is full of easy recipes and the secret ingredients are fab.

I had hoped to find a recipe that was wheat soy and corn free because my dog has allergies and

store bought treats that she can eat are pricey but no luck.
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